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Abstract—This paper primarily focuses on the subject of
designing, building, and testing a low power, low data rate
transmitter capable of ionospheric communications. The signals
transmitted by the quarter watt transmitter built in this project
were able to be received up to two miles away from the
transmitter. With an operating current of about 11mA, a typical
12V power source of AA batteries would allow for continuous
transmission for over 227 hours.

I. INTRODUCTION
st

The 21 century has spoiled us with seemingly endless
amounts of power coming from household wall sockets; it is
easy to forget that in remote locations or times of distress, we
may have nothing more than a little battery or a solar panel to
help us communicate with others. In the last 50 years, the
world of data transmission and communications have
expanded exponentially with the primary focus always being
on transmitting more data in a shorter amount of time. This
project, however, takes a step back and explores the
possibilities of transmitting little amounts of data, with as little
power usage as possible, for a prolonged period of time; and
with the help of the ionosphere, these signals may possibly be
heard from tens if not hundreds of miles away.
Since the main focus of this project is low power and low
data rate, our signals will not travel far when communicating
in a straight line through various wall and terrain. Therefore,
we rely on the physical properties of the ionosphere to help
our signal travel far distances. The ionosphere is the
atmospheric layer that contains ions as a result of solar
radiation. The extra electrons that is present in the E & F
layers of the ionosphere acts as a signal refractor once they are
hit by radio waves, making it possible for our signals to
bounce off the atmosphere and return to earth. Fig. 1 displays
all of the layers of the ionosphere and their distances relative
to the ground. Fig. 2 demonstrates the main idea of
ionospheric propagation; after the transmitted waves are
refracted, they return to earth where earth’s surface acts like a
mirror and reflects the radio wave back up to be refracted back

to the earth again. With multiple refractions and reflections, it
is possible for radio waves to travel tens, hundreds, or even
thousands of miles by bouncing between the earth and its
ionosphere [1].
Due to Morse code being a universal language used among
radio operators, a continuous wave (CW) type transmitter was
chosen as the configuration of choice over AM or FM. Also,
its simplicity also allows for minimal power and less parts in
the building process, making the overall project achievable in
the allotted time.

Fig. 1. Areas of the ionosphere, taken from [1]

III. DESIGN

Fig. 2. Multiple signal reflections, taken from [1]
II. THEORY
Unlike common amplitude or frequency modulated (AM or
FM) transmitters, CW transmitters output unmodulated signals
that are simply manipulated by a switch; often called a “key”.
When pushed down, the switch is closed which allows the
circuit to receive power and start transmitting signals. With
the key and knowledge of the international Morse code,
desired messages can be transmitted through the air with ease.
These messages can be anything from an operator’s call sign
to an SOS message with the operator’s coordinates.
To achieve low-data rate, data will simply need to be sent
slower than normal. By doing this, the circuit is active for a
less amount of time since the transmitter is not consuming any
power when data is not being transmitted, thus minimizing
power consumption and maximizing battery life. In addition to
a low data rate, designing the transmitter to use as little parts
as possible will keep our current draw low, thus reducing
overall power consumption. A typical CW transmitter consists
of seven parts. These parts and their typical locations within a
circuit can be seen in the block diagram displayed in Fig. 3. In
a CW transmitter, there is no need for a modulator like those
in AM or FM transmitters, this further reduces parts which
help us towards the overall goal of low power. The oscillator
creates an electric signal at a desired frequency. That signal is
then amplified through some sort of power amplifier, which
increases the amplitude of our signal, allowing for better
visibility when distinguishing between our Morse code signal
and the surrounding noise. The signal is then passed through a
keying stage which turns on the circuit when the key is
pressed and turns off the circuit once it’s released. Finally, the
signal is passed through an output filter to narrow down our
signal to a narrower bandwidth, allowing the receiver to better
tune to the signal without hearing interference from other
transmissions. The output of the filtered signal is then passed
through an antenna which converts the electric signal into
electromagnetic waves that travel through the air.

Fig. 3. Basic block diagram of a CW transmitter

The overall design of the transmitter was based mainly off
of the design of a CW transmitter by Wes Hayward in
Experimental Methods in RF Design [4]. This particular
design was chosen due to its simplicity. However, after
simulating the circuit using LT-Spice, a smaller bandwidth
and a higher Q was desired for the output. To do this, two 7.04
MHz crystals were utilized to create a half-lattice crystal filter,
which gave about the same -3dB bandwidth of 100 kHz, but
gave a steeper slope outside of the desired band, which will
help block out some of the unwanted noise. In real world
applications, this is not normally done since crystals are only
capable of driving little amounts of power, thus crystal filters
are normally placed after a mixer or an oscillator, before the
gain stages. This prevents the quartz crystals from being
placed through excessive stress and behaving unexpectedly.

Fig. 4. Wes Hayward’s CW transmitter schematic, taken from
Fig 1.34 in [4]
The operating frequency of choice for this project was 7.04
MHz. This frequency was chosen due to the nature of HF
signals (between 3 – 30 MHz) being known to propagate well
through the ionosphere. Furthermore, due to FCC regulations,
the 7 MHz band was one of the few CW bands that my current
technician class license allow me to transmit at.
Looking at Fig. 5, the schematic includes, from left to
right, a 7.04 MHz crystal connected to an oscillator circuit,
which goes into a buffer amplifier with an isolation step-down
transformer. The output of the transformer is then attached to
the keying circuitry with a class C driver amplifier which goes
through a half-lattice crystal filter and finally out to an
antenna.

Fig. 5. Final schematic with values used in circuit construction

Originally, a 40m ferrite rod antenna or a 40m ring antenna
was decided on as the two primary antennas for this project.
However, due to sourcing complications, a 40m HF mobile
antenna seemed like the best alternative. The antenna stands
about 7ft tall, which proved to be quite hard to carry around
for prolonged periods of time. All of the parts and devices
used for testing and transmitting (aside from equipment found
in the lab or at home) are listed in the bill of materials
displayed in Fig. 6. Exact prices for these parts were not given
since a lot of these parts were sourced locally at a surplus store
or Portland State’s LID store, thus pricing would not be
accurate.
After deciding on all of the parts, the prototype transmitter
circuit was assembled on a breadboard. Fig. 7 displays the
finalized circuit with the attached key for easy Morse code
communication. The antenna connects to a SO239-SMA
connector which is then connected to the board. The circuit is
powered using a battery pack containing 8 1.5V AA batteries,
which provides about 2,500 mAh of power. With the circuit
drawing approximately 11 mA, the battery pack will allow for
continuous CW transmission for up to 227 hours. However,
since the circuit is designed to be completely off when the key
is open, the batteries will last for well over 227 hours when in
practical use.

Fig. 6. Complete BOM for built transmitter and test setup

Fig. 7. Assembled CW Transmitter from schematic in Fig. 5

IV. RESULTS
To test the transmitter, the R820T2 RTL2832U SDR
(Software Defined Radio) was used. With Airspy’s SDR#
software, the 40m CW band was able to be observed using a
1.5m telescopic antenna attached to a magnetic mount. With
SDR# running, the transmitter was taken to 1, 2, 3, and 5
miles away from the receiver setup. Fig. 8 displays the
receiver setup used to test the transmitter. Due to having only
one operator, the SDR receiver was left running and the
activities recorded via screen capture software. Meanwhile,
the transmitter was taken to various distances away from the
location of the receiver (before transmitting over the 40m
band, it must be noted that a technician class amateur radio
license must be obtained; transmission without a license is
illegal under FCC regulations. Transmissions in this project
was done under my call sign KI7OZP, identifying call signs
were not used during the preliminary short transmissions of
this project but should be used in any future testing). At each
location, the circuit was keyed randomly several times and the
time of keying was recorded. With the time recording and the
transmissions complete, the receiver data can be analyzed by
matching the recorded time with the system time displayed on
the computer.
The transmitter worked well when practically next to the
receiving antenna. However, when moving further than a few
miles, the signal was unable to be detected. The most
successful attempt with the transmitter 2 miles away from the
receiver is displayed in Fig. 9, where the dots were able to be
found well against the noise floor and showed up fairly nicely
in the waterfall view. The displayed frequency of 7.039.881
was tuned in by the receiver to achieve the clearest tone.
Due to the transmitter antenna not being fixed, it was hard
to achieve a consistent signal when recorded on the SDR. At
three and five miles, the signals were not able to be received.
It is suspected that this was due to either the angle of the
antenna or the power of the antenna. Since the antenna does
not output much power, it is possible that the signal just got
lost within the noise floor. However, the wide angles of the
antenna (relative to vertical), may have resulted in a much
wider dead zone. This means that the signals may have been
received by a faraway receiver, but the receivers from a few
miles away will not be able to pick up the signal since the
angle of incidence against the ionosphere is much wider.
As of currently, only tests with spurious random dots have
been transmitted over the air with this transmitter. Even so, at
these ranges, it is hard to tell whether the transmitter is truly
capable of ionosphere transmission or if the signals received
are from direct saves from the transmitter. To find out how far
these signals can travel, an automatic key would need to be
implemented to transmit my call sign over the air repeatedly
while I listen for any responses from other operators.
However, preliminary tests of this transmitter hold promising
results because the signals that were able to successfully be
received were very clear and distinguishable.

Fig. 8. SDR receiver test setup

fit into a small PCB that can be placed in a weather-proof box
for emergency uses. Furthermore, due to the little amount of
power that this circuit consumes, I would like to explore the
possibilities of powering the device using a solar cell. I
believe that with a small solar cell and a battery on an average
sunny day, this device will have no problem powering itself.
Another area of improvement could be in the antenna itself.
Being the primary if not most important part of a transmitter,
different antenna arrays such as a ferrite rod or a ring antenna
may very well be the key to achieving a better transmission.
With the current results and changes in mind, there is a
clear path for continuous improvement over time on this
transmitter. Ionospheric communication is definitely possible
and was demonstrated with this transmitter, although at a very
small distance. With additional testing and some addition
modifications, ionospheric communications over hundreds or
thousands of miles continue to be the main goal for this
transmitter.
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